CUBING APARTHEID

1. Describe - Describe apartheid in words, including at least 2 facts.

2. Compare - What is it similar to?
   Here are ideas on how to start your answer: “It was sort of like….”
   “It was a lot like….” “It was almost the same as….”

3. Associate - What song or story does it make you think of? Tell why.

4. Analyze - What was it like? Use adjectives in your answer.

5. Apply - How was this applied to everyday life in South Africa? Give 2 examples.

6. Argue for or against recovery - Do you think South Africa can fully recover from their apartheid history? Tell why you have that opinion.

You will throw the die three times and answer just the three questions you roll.

For each answer, write 1-2 complete sentences.

My first throw, I rolled question# ___.

My answer (1-2 complete sentences):
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
My second throw, I rolled question # ___.

My answer (1-2 complete sentences):
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

My third throw, I rolled question # ___.

My answer (1-2 complete sentences):
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________